A dual pair 9 and g* of smooth and generalized random variables, respectively, over the white noise probability space is studied. 9 is constructed by norms involving exponentials of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator, g* is its dual. Sufficient' criteria are proved for when a function on S(IR) is the S-transform of an element in 9 or g*.
In fact, there is a pair denoted by (9, g*) which is "between" the above mentioned pairs, namely we have the embeddings (1.1) Although we could not find an equivalent characterization of g* and 9 in terms of their S-transforrris, we prove in Section 4 a sujJicient condition for functions on S( IR) to be the S-transform of an element in 9 or in g*. On the other hand, 9 is large enough to contain at least some solutions of Ito-equations: indeed, we show in Section 2 that the solution of the SDE defining the stochastic exponential of Brbwnian motion belongs to g. Thus there is some hope that this dual pair is appropriate for the study of stochastic differential equations, and that for this the power ofcharacterization-type results becomes available.
The space 9 is ,constructed by L 2 -norms with exponential weights of the OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator. Ithas been considered in several papers, e.g. [LM 88, ÜZ 93) .
The organization of this paper is as follo~s. In Section 2 we define 9 and g* and prove some of their elementary properties. In particular we show that 9 is a Frechet algebra. In Section 3 we show some properties concerning the calculus on g. For example, we provethe convergence of the Taylor series (in the sense of convergence in g) for translations in the direetions of L 2 (IR) . In Section 4 we prove our main result, namely the above mentioned criterium on ray-analytic functions on S( IR) which allows to conclude that such a function Fis the S-transform of an element in 9 or in g*. The main point is to find a condition on F which implies that the kernels of S-1 F are in L 2 (IR n ) .
This can be achieved by asking for~n exponential bound in terms of a trace class quadratic form on S(IR) (see Section 4).
We also prove a convergence result, discuss examples and the Wick produet.
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Definition of g, g*, and Elementary Properties
Throughout this paper we work with the white noise probability space (S'( IR) ..
.. • Since infspecA = 2, it is not hard to see that infspecr(A) = 1 (with 1 being the normalized eigenvector in (L
)
of r(A) of eigenvalue 1). We define the norms
on P, and denote the completion of P with respect to 11.112,p by (S)p' (S) is the projective limit of the family {(S)p'p E IR}. The space (S)* of Hida distributions is the dual of (S).
For more details on these two spaces we refer the interested reader to [HKP 93, PS 91] ' and the references cited there.
Let us now show that 9 c V. Assume that <P E P, and let kEIN, p~1. Then we may estimate for large enough ..\~0 as follows: For the spaces V, g, (S) the following chain of continuous dense em-
V~9~(S).
Consequently the chain of embeddings (1.1) holds. Pointwise multiplication is continuous from 9 x 9 (equipped with the product topology) onto g, and in particular 9 is an algebra with respeet to pointwise multiplication.
We conclude this seetion by considering the Wick produet, e.g., [MY 87, HKP 93,  LOU 91] of elements in g*. Since g* c (S)*, and since the Wick product q) 0 \I1 of elements q), \I1 in (S)* is an element in (S)* (cf., e.g., [HKP 93, Chapter 4]), q)o\I1 is also well-defined for q), \I1 E g*. q) 0 \I1 can be defined as follows: if q), \I1 have chaos decomposition given by {j(n), n E ./No}, {g(n), n E ./No}, respectively, then q)o\I1 is determined by having the chaos decomposition given by {h(n), n E ./No}, where Here we nave ,denoted by<I>(n),\{1{n} the ,n-th multiple Wiener integral of f(n), g(n),respeetively, and
Henee we have proved the following results:
.. 
Theorem 2.7.
9 and g* arealgebras under the Wiek produd. Moreover, the Wiek produet iseontinuous fromg x ,g (with produd topology) ünto g.
Calculus ong
In this seetion we give some basic results eoneerning the caiculus 'On the spaces gA'
Same related results have also been mentioned in IÜZ93J (in the Wienerspaeesett'ing). 
(IR).
Since 9 is an algebra with respeet to pointwise multiplication (Theorem 2.5), it is clear that we have the usual produet rule on g:
We remark that a corresponding rule holds also for the Wick product:
Firstly, all expressions make sense because of Theorem 2.7. Moreover, the kerneis of the chaos decomposition of the left hand side of (3.2) are given by (cf. the arguments leading to Proposition 2.6)
where the L 2 (IR) "inner product" above is taken in the first variable of the tensor product.
But the last expression is equal to n+l L [(n + 1-m)(h,f(n+l-m»)p(JR)09(m) + f(n+l-m)0(m(h,g(m»p(lR)]'
m=O This on the other hand is the kerne! of the n-th chaos of the right hand side of (3.2). .' :c onverges in g.
Proof.
Let ep E 9 have chaos expansion given by the kerneis j(n), nEIN 0, and denote by ep(n) the n-th multiple Wiener integral of j(n). Iteration of the formula for Dht.p mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.1 gives for all MEIN,
where we used the same notation as in the proof of Proposition 3.5, and wemake the convention C:J = jkn,n-m) = 0 for m > n. Upon comparison with the formula for Thep given in the proof of Proposition 3.5, we find
Thus by the tri angular and Schwarz' inequality we obtain
IIThep -t -\Dhepll,\~f Ij(n)12 t (n)y';;flhl~-me'\m. In this section we prove our main resultanddiscuss some of its consequences. First we define the S-transform"of the elements of9*. .1) wnere< .,. > denotes the canonicaldual pairing between 9*and9.
Let .\ E IR
Note that :e xe :E 9 (which is proved as in Example 3.1) so that for all <PE9*, S<Pis an everywhere defined function on S(JR). Moreover, if .\;::: 0, 'P E 9A' then Also, it is easy to see that S<p(e),e E S(IR) has an extension fore E Sc(JR). Indeed Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let e E S(IR), and eonsider the entire analytie function z 1--+ F(ze).
Its power series expansion at the origin reads 00 Clearly we have and it is easy to see that
where Dedenotes the Gat~al1x-derivatiyecin direction~. Thelast relation shows that F(n) is homogeneous in~.of degree n.
Assurne for the moment that Q(~, 0 =1= '0, and normalize~so that Q{~, 0 -1. Then Cauehy's theorem entails the estimate for every R > '0, and optimizing we find 
